Webinars as Training Tools
Should we be using Webinars as Training Tools?
If so, how?
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The Headlines
This wasn’t a huge survey, more a taste of the big picture, taken from my own world and contacts.
The main output was confirmation that my existing understanding is pretty spot on - there is a huge
range of differing views and experiences out there! In summary:








Most of you would use webinars to be able to train staff on site in a cost effective way
From the topics suggested, ’Giving difficult messages’ is the top area of training need
Although motivation and resistance from learners are a concern, organisational factors and
available resources are bigger issues.
Many of you can see that webinars could help reinforce existing L&D programmes or plug
specific gaps
Most of you like the idea of being able to watch and listen again
About £30 is the average you would pay to participate, although half of you have no idea
what you think a webinar could be worth
30-45 minutes is the most popular length for webinars

What follows is a quick explanation of why I did the survey, then I’m going share some of my initial
thoughts with you about how challenges can be addressed and how to make webinars work for you.
I’ve included highlights from the surveys along the way. After that, you’ll find a full breakdown of the
responses.

Why I did the Survey
Is it like this for everyone?
I’m sure I’m not alone in noticing wildly differing views on webinars. I’ve had pretty mixed
experiences myself, ranging from overblown, emotional sales pitches to staccato, humourless
instructions telling me what I Must Do delivered with as much charm as rifle bullets. In the middle,
there seems to be an acceptable breed, which revolves around sharing good content, so that you
learn to know/like/trust the presenter, followed by the opportunity to buy into working with them.
I’m okay with that. It’s a marketing ploy, but not unethical as it can be a win/win. But as a trainer, I
couldn’t help but wonder if there are other and better ways of utilising webinar technology. I smell
potential.
There’s something else. The scenarios above are very well known to people like me - small business
owners responsible for our own self development. The webinar bandwagon rattles along
everywhere we network online, with turbo charged coaches forever enticing us to sign up for instant
six figure business success. Not all of us have gone as far as running webinars ourselves, but we are
all aware of them. But wait - someone just said to me ‘What’s a webinar?’ It occurred to me that the
business you work in can have a real impact on the technology you know about. Knowledge is
patchy.
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Does Size Matter?
Large businesses have solid IT structures, and it is cost effective for them to invest in elearning,
online conferences and anything else they need to communicate well. My perception was that to
them, webinars are just a tiny bolt in the great big technology toolbox. The spanners next door
don’t know I exist.
That leaves the smaller companies, which is where my interest lies for a couple of reasons. Firstly,
they are my favourite type of clients. I can get to have an impact on the entire company and see the
whole picture, whereas on the rare occasions I get asked to work in a large company - well, I guess
I’m just a small bolt in the Learning and Development Toolbox. Secondly, having come across a
couple of folk that had never heard of webinars, it seems that if you are busy building and running a
business that has premises and employees, you don’t naturally come across some of the learning
and development opportunities that the rest of us now take for granted. SME’s have their own
challenges when it comes to developing their people, and they often don’t have in house expertise
to plough through those toolboxes. The options seem bewildering and pricey.
I was working with these businesses when the fragrance of potential wafted over to me. I began to
visualise all kinds of ways webinars could be used to help SMEs in particular support their L&D
efforts, how the pitfalls could be addressed, and the obvious benefits: they get a skilled trainer
answering questions in real time with much lower overheads than a live visit.

I needed to know more
The fly in the ointment of course, is that my understanding of what companies want is that it is
based on my own limited experience, which may not be typical. I also wanted to know more about
perceptions of webinars. I’ve had colleagues pull faces when I’ve mentioned them - is their street
cred really that bad? If so, is the baby in danger of being thrown out with the bathwater? Should I
just focus on what I do best - real life, face to face training?
I decided that if I could get 100 companies to answer a few questions, I’d find out how grounded in
reality my ideas are. (I almost succeeded. Having got 111 responses I stopped pushing, only to find
that some banana had entered the same set of answers 41 times under different names. I removed
them, which left 70).
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Thoughts
Integration
Like every type of L&D activity, webinars will only be effective if they are not an isolated experience;
they need to be connected to the individuals’ wider world . Don’t get me wrong, I completely buy in
to individuals being responsible for their own development - but if employers don’t provide the
infrastructure that makes learning possible, they can’t complain when they don’t get a decent return
on investment. By this, I mean factors like:





line managers showing an interest and following up
systems in place that allow space for learning
a culture that celebrates development
colleagues not expecting emails and phones to be answered during the event

...in short, create an environment where concentration is possible. (FYI - I’m writing a paper on
making learning stick and ROI, which expands let me know if you’d like to see it when it’s done)
If you have staff doing webinars, you need to put some thought and planning into making sure they
are able to engage. If they were my staff, I would:







Have a policy of making the space clear - phones and emails off, move to a different location
in the building (e.g meeting room) if possible.
Have clear guidelines about what is expected if a webinar is done in work’s time.
Have a ‘Do not disturb’ sign of sorts. I’ve known teams wear hats, use ‘out to lunch’ signs whatever it takes to implement a culture of respecting learning
Beforehand, explore if they know what to expect, why they think it is appropriate for them
and what they expect to get out of the webinar.
Ask them what they learnt afterwards, with a view to sharing with team members
Help them plan how they will integrate the learning

Do you want staff to focus on learning, or just have a background burble while they eat their
sandwiches? In a nutshell, there needs to be involvement and accountability.

Engagement
The real rub is here. We all know that our attention spans are shortening, we’re multitasking with
butterfly brains that barely remember how to concentrate on one thing at a time. Our work
patterns often allow us to get away with this. It comes hard to some when a singular focus is
needed, particularly when there is not a live human in the room beside us. We also know that and
lack of engagement is one of the biggest fears about webinar participation. What if the trainer can’t
hold attention? The slides are dull? The participant zones out?
Even if they achieve nothing else, a webinar could be used as a tool to encourage focus. A phrase I
heard recently about mindfulness rang a bell with me - the speaker said that mindfulness teaches us
to resist urges (to look at email, read texts etc). Let’s have activities in place that help out people
keep their ability to concentrate.
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There are three aspects to engagement. There is:




What the company can do - as outlined above.
What the individual can do, which hopefully will be prompted by the company’s stance and
their own motivation
What the trainer can do.

I’m a trainer. If I choose to provide more ‘stand alone’ webinars (and to some degree the jury is
still out) I would hope to:






Use a ‘Getting the most out of your webinar’ to help prepare participants. there are some
good examples out there, such as this one from Unimenta
Have pre webinar questionnaires, observations or activities (e.g. ‘Come with an example
of...’) so that participants are already thinking about the topic.
Provide a set of downloadable notes to accompany the slides for quick reference, so that the
pictures are backed up with words (or vice versa!)
Encourage participants to try techniques and report back. Ideally there would be a forum for
sharing progress and ongoing support - at the every least I would offer to answer questions
after the webinar.
Send out a reminder of the link to the playback to encourage reinforcement

When I asked about features to support webinars, one of the comments in the survey was “These
options overcome some of the concerns I have re the use of webinars as a means of learning” which
pretty much sums up my view - yes, there are obstacles to making webinars effective learning tools,
but with some skill and commitment, they can be dealt with.
I’m guessing that in my field (one to one skills, management training) it’s much more likely that
webinars would be part of a blended learning approach. For example, I might run a training session
face to face, ‘meet’ the group online to introduce some tools and techniques, give them time to try
the tools and reflect, then run another live session so that I can observe skills practice. If participants
are used to working with me in this way, and I am trusted by the company, it’s quite feasible that
short sharp webinars could be offered to nail specific topics as one offs.
....But is it worth my time?

Is it viable for the trainer?
You’ll see below that about 70% of respondents wanted webinars that are 30 or 45 minutes long.
It’s plain to see how that would be easier to accommodate in a busy day. From my point of view,
there may be less slides, notes and content to prepare compared to an hour or more - but the
preparation time of setting up the webinar registration, confirmation pages etc would be the same.
Another issue is that many of you value time for questions. I agree, it’s an integral part of learning,
but it cuts into time. maybe the understanding that I would stay on line until all questions were
answered at the end would help.
Whatever the length, it sounds like an easy gig for a trainer - I just talk to my computer from my own
desk, right? It has its merits, certainly in lack of hours behind the wheel. I estimate that it would
take at least a day to find the images, pull together the slides, write the information for the
registration pages etc. There would also be ongoing monitoring of sign ups, promotion etc. I would
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not be surprised if that ate another whole day. As a ballpark, this could well be about the same
admin cost as putting together a day’s training.
Of course, if I repeated the same content, time and costs would come down. The same goes for live
training - sometimes I need less preparation time because I’ve run the course before. I’ve been doing
this a long time. I know that ‘easy’ gigs where I can roll out something with minimal preparation are
rare. There is always something to update, a new exercise needed or a different time frame or
delivery model needed.
The only question on the survey I split tested was the one about what you were prepared to pay. I
was interested in both what people would come up with given free range, and what they would
choose if I suggested options. The responses were pretty similar. Both showed wide ranges, (see Q15
and 16 below) from £0 to £125 for attending a webinar, with £30 ish being average. I also asked how
much you would pay for a webinar specifically for your people. Answers ranged up to £500, with the
average being £140 on the first survey and £200 on the second.
I guess it’s the iceberg scenario; to the customer you only see the tip - the 45 minutes, with little
thought of what else is involved. £140 may seem fair on the surface, but if its going to take me a
couple of days work to make a good job of it. You can do the maths. This is not the place to open
the debate about the price you put on skills and experience, but it does come into the arena here. I
may change my mind in the future, but right now I’m thinking that upwards from £300 would be fair
to provide a webinar, which actually is in line with the £30 average per delegate., assuming there are
10 participants. For those of you that didn’t know what you should pay, I’d be interested to hear
your views on this.
I also like the idea of offering tasters, so that you can try a webinar or two with some of your people
and assess whether they are right for you. I’m not really interested in bums on seats; what does
interest me is finding the right way of learning for your specific needs. One hurdle might be in
finding take up for taster sessions. Many of you said that you maybe interested and that you would
be happy for me to let you know by email, which of course I will. I also know that only 20-30% of the
emails will be opened. When you start dividing the number of opens by those that will have an
immediate need for the webinars on offer, it’s likely that I’d need a much bigger contacts list to
make it worthwhile. I may be wrong, and I’m prepared to experiment to see what works.
Another issue for me is the way webinar software is built - lead pages encouraging the individual to
sign up - isn’t very conducive to company wide learning. It doesn’t ‘fit’ the mould of traditional sign
up. It’s ok if you are meeting individual learning needs, but could get irritating if you want to put 12
people on the same seminar. If I move in this direction, I’ll need to find a way round it.

In summary
As I said above, webinars are just a tool that can be used well or otherwise. In some places, they
have shiny pride of place at the top of the toolbox, in others they are consigned to the back of the
forgotten drawer, wither because people aren’t quite sure what to do with them, or they’ve tried
them and got little from the experience.
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They are a tool I can offer, and I believe that the opportunity to provide short, sharp, interactive
sessions that equip staff to be better managers or skilled colleagues could be really effective - but
only if the environment is right for the user.
My ‘why’ for what I do is that I love helping people to grow and flourish. That involves dissecting the
development need and suggesting ways of meeting it. Face to face training and coaching will always,
for me, be the gold standard, but other methods will be in the mix too. I’m won’t be putting a huge
amount of effort into promoting webinars, but I will continue to develop my online technical skills
and will offer taster sessions to help clients weigh up if they will work for them.
If you have any questions or comments to make, I’d love to hear from you.

Julie Cooper
June 2015
julie@springdevelopment.net
www.springdevelopment.net
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Survey Responses
Q1: Job Title
Training/L&D:
HR:
Business owner/director:
Other:
Business Development
Business Development Officer
Business Improvement Manager
(Learning and Development)
Business owner
Careers adviser
Creative director
Director x3
Distributor support
Equipment Libraries & Training
Manager
Facilitator and trainer
Group HR Manager and Director
of Training Services
Group training mgr
Head of Graduate Recruitment,
Training and Development
Head of L&D x 2
Head of Training
Hire Trainer
HR Advisor

42
8
10
10
HR and OD Manager
HR Manager x 4
HRD
L&D Assistant
Leadership and Develop Manager
Learning & Development Officer
Learning and Development
Manager x 3
Learning and Development
Specialist
Learning Development Consultant
Learning &Development Advisor
Licensing Manager
Managing Director x 5
Managing Director & Chief Bottle
Washer
National Lettings Training
Development Manager
PA to Sales & Marketing
Director/HR Administrator
Professional Training Manager

Program Manager, Sales Training
& Enablement
Project Coordinator
Project Manager
Publishing Development Manager
Regional Recruitment & Training
Manager
Regional Training & Community
Projects Manager
Regional Training and
Development Manager
Researcher and manager
Senior Learning and Development
Business Partner
Training & Events Manager
Training and Development
Manager x 3
Training Director
Training Manager x 10
Training Programme Manager

Q2: How many employees does your organisation have?
25

Axis Title

20

15

10

5

0

9

0 - 10

10 - 50

50 -100

100 -250

250 - 500 500 - 1000

1000 +

0 - 10

10 - 50

50 -100

100 -250

250 - 500 500 - 1000

1000 +

Q3: Which of the following do you consider to be benefits of webinars?
70
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Yes
Indifferent
No

Dispersed Workforce:
Reaching a globally dispersed workforce
Ability to simultaneously train people in different locations round the world
Sharing training internationally - across to offices which don't have access to face to face training.
Regional access to those who are not close enough to attend f2f
Ability to mix up groups from across regional and national boundaries
Global reach;

Cost/resource effectiveness:
Ability to invite people to a training at minimum cost to them (in terms of actual monetary cost and
time cost)
If you need to reach a large population in short timescales e.g. Business update, webinars are ideal.
Reduce our travel costs and carbon footprint
Does not require venues and avoids time and financial costs of travel
Convenience of not having to disturb the family or have the expense of time and travel
Staff spread all over the country nay - the world - can watch at the same time !
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Specialist/bespoke topics:
Ability to focus on specialized, specialist or technical skills;
Sessions that can be made "bespoke" to ensure relevance to job role & sector
access experts that you can't find in your own country, if the y are very spcsialist.

No perceived benefits:
I'm not sold on the idea frankly - all my experience points to there being a 'disconnect' between
trainer and delegates, which even the most engaging trainer will struggle to overcome. I would
always be inclined to use webinars at most, as part of a blended approach, and limited to laying the
groundwork or establishing a general level of base knowledge before moving on to more crucial
content.
None- I have rarely found them effective
Generally for our business we find that face to face training seems to be the preferred option.
Need to meaningful and not run of the mill that is regurgitated over and over by some many others

Other:
Ability to share ideas with other organisations.
Monitor attendees progress more
Consistent message
Engaging those who are uncomfortable in group situations.
reduce barrier of f2f for those who are shy
Spaced repetition - many training courses only remain in mind a few days / weeks at best
Provides flexibility for trainers as well as learners and uses high degree of visual input - good for
visual learners
Recordings mean you can do 1 session and distribute;
If watching live may be able to have Q&A at the end
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Q4: What topics would you like to see covered?

45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10

Leadership/management
Developing leadership skills
Situational leadership
General supervisory skills for Team Leaders working in the Factory
Managing without direct authority e.g. having ownership over work that is provided by a vendor

HR
Recruiting and assessing cultural fit/ getting your first employee
Dealing with redundancies / letting people go
Operational issues such as following HR process correctly
Equality and Diversity
Disability Awareness
Performance management - motivating & engaging individuals
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Instructing others

Groupwork Skills

One to one meetings

Negotiating for success

Giving 360 feedback

Interviewing skills

Managing performance gaps

Managing your boss

Questioning techniques

Promoting praise and recognition

Mentoring essentials

Strategies for challenging others

Creative thinking

Delegating well

Effective listening

Making appraisals work

Introducing change

Developing effective teams

Influencing skills

Handling conflict

Nailing negativity

How to give feedback

Dealing with inappropriate behaviour

0

Standing your ground: Boundaries and …

5

Managing absence

Learning and Development
Coaching for managers
Individual development ( eg goal setting / rile (sic) identification / development plans)
Transactional Analysis
Learning Styles
What is coaching
Personality profiles and how to assess them
Behavioural Skills (self awareness)

Other
Business writing
Story telling
Time management x 3
Stress Management
Managing sales
Strategies for sales
Growing high performance teams
LinkedIn
Presentation skills
Crucial conversations,
Effective meeting management
H & S updates - eg H & S awareness for supervisors, legal requirements

Comments
The full list above is clearly a good start - and I would tick them all - the ones I did tick are only the
ones I think most relevant (immediately) for this environment. Frankly, in the field of soft skills you
cannot have too much information - although it is always better to keep things short and focussed so
too much choice can again have a negative effect especially on a beginner learner.
Any and all of these topics can be addressed via webinars but its the follow up and the opportunity
to put the learning into practice that's all important.
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Q5: When it comes to developing your people, what is the biggest or most
persistent challenge you are facing?
Cultural/language (2)
Appropriate fit (5)
Leadership/management (5)
Motivation/Buy in (9)
Resistance (9)
Resources (15)
Organisational (18)

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Cultural/language (2)
Cultural differences and language barriers
Written communication standards

Motivation/Buy in (9)
Reluctance, lack of motivation
Keeping them interested in the long term/ getting them to buy into the vision
(and sometimes the fact that they are sent to the training, rather than it being their own choice).
Their own belief in what is possible
Attitude towards training - it's a low priority for most
Work ethic
Reluctance to take on new roles in preference to existing tasks they are comfortable with
14

Commitment to own development
Maintaining a consistent high motivation and to encourage good team working constantly not
just when you feel like it.
People not wanting to change or not seeing why change is inevitable; unacceptable behaviours
which have never been challenged before; dealing with arrogant sales people

Resistance (9)
Resistance to change and behaviours towards others, the company or attitude towards learning.
Gaining buy in for training in general
Reluctance to changes
Negative discrimination
Reluctance and excuses for not carrying out particular parts of the job.
Embracing Change
Negativity from a certain few members of the team who we inherited from the college
Curriculum areas.
Resistance to change
Engaging with that individual to want to make a change. Changing mindsets if you will. Very
often the people you need to change have quite established points of view and don't want to
change / shift.

Appropriate fit (5)
Making the work fit the learning/working style of team members
Establishing a blended learning approach to learning by making it more brain friendly.
A structured core skills Management development programme
Finding the appropriate training to cover the skills gap
Finding truly relevant training for the manufacturing/production environment

Organisational (18)
Non-attendance on training; admin time taken up rescheduling people;
Currently, the inability of the IT function to deliver the systems we're supposed to be moving to!
There is also the perennial challenge of balancing a look at the new world against the
unrelenting demands of the current one, but I am lucky in that the people I am training are keen
to get into that new world.
Also, we are a regional team, split in 8 offices, so it's a challenge maintaining good
communication from a distance
Lack of real support from HR
Consistency in follow up
Transfer of training to workplace to max roi
Engagement
Engagement
Engagement
An effective evaluation process.
Remote management
People pulling out of training at last minute
Keeping up with the needs of a growing worksforce
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Organisational restructure and cost focus
Finding the right quality of people in the first place.
Getting clarity as to what the need is
Outsourcing
Releasing them to train

Leadership/management (5)
No follow-up by line managers / in the workplace.
Poor leadership support of L&D hence poor prioritizing of training.
Line manager and organisational engagement,
Learning transfer and management follow up
Skills gap in management.

Resources (time x10, other resources/cost 5 = 15)
Time
Time is the biggest factor especially with staff working remotely
Lack of time As a smaller business, it can be tricky to get enough people out of their roles on a
day to day basis to create the fully engaging learning experience that we'd like.
Time. Having enough time.
time.
The fast paced nature if our business which makes proactively in staff development difficult as
our trainers are needed to train the front line staff so little time for their own personal
development
Time pressures, trying to find enough time in the working day because people are more resistant
to webinars if they are in their own time.
Them having time to attend the training.
Time (lack of)
Having the time and resources to organise training for them
Spending time researching costs. Certainly for a small business, cost is a contributing factor
when make a decision to attend training or not. It has to have come highly recommended and
have a huge impact on individuals/the business.
Releasing staff from delivery, as we have no slack in our staffing.
Cost of training
Lack of resources.
Finance, staff availability
? Sales ability
? Sole trader
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Q6: Would you prefer webinars that are:

Open to the public

18.8%
Provided just for our organisation,
so that they could be tailored to
meet our needs

63.8%
27.3%
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Either is fine

Q7: How would webinars fit in/blend with your existing Learning and
Development activity?
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0
....to support ....to strengthen ....to address
...as a cost
.....to address I don’t think we
organisational and reinforce in training needs
effective
individual
would use
goals
house training where we do
alternative to training needs webinars at all
not have the sending staff on
capacity to
open training
deliver in house
courses

Comments
We have a learning tech team that can develop but they do this for a large organisation and having a
cost effective option might be a good alternative sometimes
I don’t have any responsibility for this with my current employer
Use as a subtle drip drip to reinforce training
As a membership organisation we have looked at e learning and webinars in some detail. Unless
they are free, most of our members still require bespoke, in house, face to face training. But, they
MAY still have a place for some individual needs.
We use webinars informally so if a member of staff wants to participate in one that's fine but they
don't form part of our organised learning and development strategy.
Not a big fan generally but haven't experienced many
It's just me - I'd be webbing to myself :(
We don't use them in a focussed way at all - but we are small. I have used some myself and passed
on others to other people - but not in a disciplined / training school way.
All training is administered by me to all members of staff and at present there is no requirement for
webinars.
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Q8: Which of the following potential problems concern you?

60
50
40
30
20
10
0
The technology might The participants might It might not be value for The content might not
fail
not engage with the
money
be right for our people
learning

Can you foresee any other potential problems that could concern you?
Technology/interface
Our environment is not highly tech savvy and so if people fell into difficulties connecting, or
accessing that would worry me that they would then turn off, also webinars themselves are still
fairly new for many within the business and sometimes seen as not as valuable as face to face
It wouldn't concern our business particularly, but some organisations may not have the facility to
download the software/ access content after the training.

Engagement
Webinar participation reduces the interface between participants so does not give the same
opportunities to create working relationships as face to face interaction.
Lack of peer to peer discussion / interaction;
Non-attendance. No follow up after training so value of learning is not realized.
You lose the face to face time that's invaluable on a day course
Levels of their engagement, distractions in the office at the time
Re participants not engaging with the training - webinars can be passive activities that allow the
mind to wander.
Lack of buy in, we have used juice in the past and it was a waste of time and money
Very easy to skip webinars and do the work on your desk instead!
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Content
Writing them!
If done generically or by an external supplier their is a big risk that it won't tailor to the specific
needs of our people. Learners engage mired hence you can bring insight that relates to their
world.(sic)
Coming from a training background I have often found webinars disengaging and boring.
The need to include film clips to help support the webinars learning outcomes.

Time/availability
Expecting delegates to do in own time - evening - work life balance
People's availability

Other
Would like to be able to monitor usage to keep track of implementation and relevance
Inability to ask questions or for trainer to confirm learning understanding
Staff may not login and have missed their booked session
The time - how to enable a number of people to attend the same real-time webinar. If it's left for
them to view the recording afterwards, will they take it?
Many people have commented that they can quite effectively cheat with this type of training. flit
through the program me but not necessarily fully engage or learn
learners will not necessarily feel the same benefit as when they are actually sharing a live learning
space with others.
Quality remains an issue. Active engagement is also likely to be limited compared to a classroom
scenario.

Q9: What additional support and materials would you like to see?

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Ability to watch
and listen again
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Pre-webinar
reading or
exercises

Copy of
notes/slides

Ability to ask
Ongoing tutor
questions after support by email
the webinar
or phone

Comments:
I think all of the above would be valuable
Tests
Role play simulation
All of the above boxes ticked are very much price sensitive
These options overcome some of the concerns I have re the use of webinars as a means of learning

Q10: Which time of day would be best for your people to take part in a
webinar?

No preference

9.0%
22.1%

Morning
Lunchtime

23.9%

Afternoon
In their own time, after work

20.9%
6.0%

Comments:
We operate globally so time zones are an issue
Many work shifts so for us flexability is key
Would not expect people to take part in their own time
Most of the things you'd want to avoid tend to be ad hoc - in general I have a slight preference for
morning sessions, but am usually obliged to go for the afternoon!
or in their own time. anyway, recordings are very appreciated.
Solution to evening would be if available on line and can do at intervals during working day but then
you lose peer to peer interaction as everyone may be doing at different times
Good for Self development outside working hours
My operation is 24/7 so timing is always an issue
Its more how it is communicated to them to ensure they know about it.
It would be different for different people so on demand would be great. We also have offices world
wide so time is difficult
Needs to be short as people will drift off - literally
In a sales business, time is money so after hours definitely best for this business
Avoid the day after bank holidays!
I would have to work a time into the working day.
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Q11: What length of webinar feels about right?

1.8%
10.7%
30 minutes
33.9%
45 minutes

21.4%

60 minutes
32.1%

Comments:
Up to 60 minutes
Less than 30 - short but often - eg 2-3 minutes per day?
I suppose it depends on the subject area
But not too long
no more than 60 mins at a time
Up to an hour

Q12: We intend to provide free introductory webinars so that you can see
how they work and what they can contain. Would you be interested in
participating?

9.1%
Yes
50.0%
45.5%
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Maybe
No

Q13: Where do you look to find training opportunities for your staff?

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Other:
Internal
Legal Education and Training Group
Currently do not have any staff reporting to me
Internal capability followed by external if no internal capability
Either in house or we search the internet for specific specialist training.
TNA's
I design myself based on training needs analysis
All in house
I provide most of the training myself
In house training, but I am minded that not all our training needs would be available in house or
would be within a time scale I would be comfortable with. Sometimes people may only need up to
an hour training or a refresher webinar.
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Q14: In the future which of the following pricing structures would you prefer:

32.3%

Pay per delegate
Pay per webinar

66.2%

Q15: (Split test - Version A) What is the maximum price per delegate that you
would be prepared to pay for a webinar?
£140

£120

£100

£80

£60

£40

£20

£0
1

2

3

4

Mean average = £33
Mode average = £20
24

5

6

7

8

9

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

Comments:
not sure
125 - if a one off benefit to employees
Not sure, would need to discuss with HR
Difficult - totally depends on the content and
how much we value or need that.
n/a
Don't know
Dependent on content
Depends on content and duration
No idea! Depends on duration. Possibly a
contract - eg £40 per month where each had
say 5 or 6 5 minute webinars per month ????
I have no idea as I dont know what they would
normally cost

Unsure on average webinar pricing
Depends on content / duration
That would depend on the subject and length
of time
Not sure
No idea?
Depends
N/A
?
I do not know what the average cost is
currently
Would need to negotiate this with my budget
holder.
Not Sure

Q15 (Split test version B)
Options were given rather than free text
£80
£70
£60
£50
£40
£30
£20
£10
£0
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Average = £29.50
Comments
Would depend on subject matter, duration etc
Less than £10
Oh i really don't know....
Depending upon requirements. Would pay more for a 'dedicated' one for our business.
No idea, it depends what its competing against. I have only ever had free webinars.
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10

Q16: What is the maximum price per webinar you would be prepared to
pay? (Split test version A)
600

500

400

300

200

100

0

Average = £140.55
Split test version B (Options were given rather than free text)
£350
£300
£250
£200
£150
£100
£50
£0

Average = £200.80
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Comments
Not sure x3
if no maximum numbers allowed or around 10 then perhaps £500
Not sure, would need to discuss with HR
Depends x 2
don't know
£150 - dependent on content, branding, tailoring etc.
As above
no idea
Unsure
That would depend on the subject and length of time
?
I do not know what the average cost is currently
depends on topic and need
As above. But would need the right training for staff.
Don't know - would need to benchmark
Maybe £200-250 depending on topic, etc
Again, no idea.
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Q17: Which would you prefer? A simple price per webinar or delegate
model, or a more flexible model with variations?
(such as discounts available for bulk booking or additional costs for ongoing support)

11.9%
Prefer a simple model
Prefer variations

32.2%

55.9%

Indifferent

Comments
I currently subscribe to an online provider for a fixed price per year - with guaranteed 1 new
course per month.
Often a solution may be for one person in a team and be very specific for that person in that
example I would only be interested in a delegate rate, however another topic I may want 20
people to attend and expect than a discounted rate for the webinar itself.
Previous webinars attended as they were free
I suppose it depends on content and whether I feel it would add value to their performance,
as we still have to pay the delegate to take part in the webinar.
Webinars would be useful to me in the future as I grow in employees as if I were to pay per
webinar then a group of employees I could identify to take part.
Obviously some subject areas could be a specific need for one employee.
Very hard to comment on the cost, maybe the free sessions would help me to determine this
more.
I have never paid for a webinar so don't feel I have the knowledge to answer this
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Q18: What are the best methods of letting you know about our webinar
schedule?
70.0%
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%
Emails linking to the
schedule on our
website

Emails for every
PDFs for noticeboards Reminders on Social
specific topic coming
etc
Media (LinkedIn,
up, detailing content
Twitter)

Comments
Occasional emails, ideally with the opportunity to select how often you wish to be updated i.e.
quarterly, monthly, weekly, ad-hoc

Q19: Do you have any other comments? For example, if you have has
webinar experiences that were positive or negative, please say what you
liked/disliked and why.
Positive:
Well used by people wanting specialized skills, usually provided via professional bodies.
Webinars are a good supplement to training courses
Liked: Quick learning
..but obversely a good presenter can really bring the webinar to life.
.Built in Q & A sections. Polls can be very useful too.
Interactive webinars suit me best
I liked my experience with webinars but, I do like to have a copy of all the slides used as it refreshes
my memory when I make notes against each slide.
We used a system called animation mentor.... which is series of webinars and much much more. it
was very positive.
The best webinars are interactive and not just talking - plenty of good visual stuff.
Most of the webinars I have joined have been very good.
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Negative:
A lot of webinars cater to the masses and have little follow up or time for questions at the end- this
should be built in.
Dont like the ones which spend too much time on selling themselves
It's difficult to hold attention for more than 30 minutes in webinar environment
need to be engaging to different learning styles or won't be effective
Disliked: No "face to face" with tutor
To be honest they have all been negative - delegates.do not engage
Can be disengaing depending on the presenter...
Attendees not switching off their mics and creating feedback
I don't want to get loads of spam emails - my biggest challenge is my lack of dedicated resource to
help me organise and plan this sort of thing.

Other:
Interesting that we have NEVER used this medium either to deliver training or to access training. We
offer SKYPE, for example to many of our candidates as part of our follow-up support and/or
coaching, assessment planning etc. however, very few take us up on the offer. From a personal point
of view, I prefer to my in a room with other delegates. It feels more "natural". Having said that, I
REALLY do think we need to use and access this technology a lot more to cut down time and costs.
Never used webinars before which is why I find it difficult to determine how much to pay. However
would be a consideration from time to time if it was something I felt my team would be interested in
and I would benefit from.
Have never done them. But staff buy in for their relevance and value would be one of the trickiest
hurdles I would imagine?
I think the point of a webinar it that it's free. Of course, I appreciate that if it's a tailored session
there needs to be a payment, but I had never thought of webinars as being bespoke, funnily enough!
I have experiences of good and bad webinars; sometimes it comes down to not having a detailed
enough a description of the contents.
I attend premesis to provide training for free. The training I provide is of a serious safeguarding
nature to victims of crime. It is delivered to professionals. I have had attendees say "Never let this
training become web based" it is too important. And I believe when training is delivered on certain
subjects it should be delivered personally. Because if attendees are not engaged and just go through
the motions, someone could die as a consequence. Quite literally! Something's you just don't cut
corners on.

It would be useful for more generic webinars if they could be run for specific sectors - ie
manufacturing
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